
ELIZABETH STANTON’S GREAT BIG WORLD 
EPISODE SYNOPSES 

 

110 ECO CATALINA: Award-winning teen host Elizabeth Stanton embarks on an eco-tour 

around Catalina Island with celebrity friends Jimmy Bennett and Rob Pinkston including a zip-

line adventure, an ocean floor walk, and an educational tour of the island.  

   

111 ZOOLOGY 101 (SAN DIEGO): Award-winning teen host Elizabeth Stanton and celebrity 

friends Anna Maria Perez de Tagle and Bailee Madison visit the San Diego Safari Park and take 

a segway tour of San Diego’s historic Gaslamp Quarter.   

 

114 LONDON CALLING (LONDON): Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her 

friend Rob Pinkston explore the geography, history, architecture, and shopping in the royal city 

of London, England.   

 

115 THE WILD, WILD WEST (TUCSON): Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton 

tours the American Southwest city of Tucson with her friends Jimmy Bennett and Rob Pinkston 

– exploring historic copper mines, checking out Old Tucson Studios, and finding adventure in 

the beautiful Sonoran Desert. 

   

116 ELIZABETH LOVES LA: Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her friends 

Diana DeGarmo and Jimmy Bennett surf, sightsee, and roller skate through California’s most 

famous southern city.   

 

117 DESERT ADVENTURES (ARIZONA): Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and 

her friends Jimmy Bennett and Rob Pinkston tour Tombstone, find adventure in the Sonoran 

Desert, and learn about the geography and wildlife of Arizona. 

   

118 THE HISTORIC SOUTHWEST: Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her 

celebrity friends explore the history, geography and environment of the American Southwest 

including an interactive Mob Attraction in Las Vegas, a visit to the haunted gold rush town of 

Goldfield, and an educational trip to Rooster Cogburn’s Ostrich Ranch in Arizona. 

  

 122 AMAZING ATTRACTIONS:  Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her 

celebrity friends reveal countless magical secrets and scientific mysteries beginning with the WB 

Studio Tour: The Making of Harry Potter in London, England!   

 

123 SAN ANTONIO:  Award- winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton learns all about the 

history, culture, wildlife and geography of San Antonio, Texas, with her celebrity friends Rob 



Pinkston, Ashlee Keating, and Jimmy Bennett when they visit the Alamo, the Riverwalk, 

SeaWorld, Natural Bridge Cavern and much more!   

 

124 COLORADO SPRINGS:  Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton travels with her 

celebrity friends Rob Pinkston and Jennifer Veal to Colorado Springs and the Pike’s Peak 

Region to explore the Royal Gorge, visit Manitou Springs, horseback ride through the Garden of 

the Gods, and hang out with the wolves in Divide.   

 

125 KEY WEST:  Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton journeys to Key West, Florida, 

the southernmost point of the continental US, where she and her friends Rob Pinkston and 

Jimmy Bennett learn all about the history, culture, and unique ecosystems on this American 

island paradise.   

 

126 DENVER:  Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton discovers adventure in Denver, 

Colorado with her celebrity friends Rob Pinkston and Ashlee Keating: take a bikealope city tour, 

white-water raft the Clear Creek River, visit the 16
th

 Street Mall, and learn how to cook candy 

canes at Hammond’s Candy Factory. 

   

127 THE FLORIDA KEYS: Join award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her 

celebrity friends Gregg Sulkin, Rob Pinkston and Jimmy Bennett on their high-flying adventure 

to Marathon and Key Largo, Florida, as they take to the skies on a parasail ride, explore the 

dense mangrove jungles on jet skis and inflatable boats, learn all about endangered sea turtles 

and much more!   

 

128 MADRID: Join award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friend Rob 

Pinkston in Madrid, Spain, as they discover the Royal Palace, shop in El Rastro Market and the 

Puerta del Sol, sample delicious indigenous foods, and explore the city by Segway!   

 

129 THE AMAZING LOS ANGELES RACE, PART 1:  Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth 

Stanton and her celebrity friends Rob Pinkston, Molly McCook, Ashlee Keating, Jimmy Bennett, 

and Jennifer Veal compete in the challenging Amazing Los Angeles Race – the most exciting 

interactive tour of the city of dreams!   

 

130 THE AMAZING LOS ANGELES RACE, PART 2:  Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth 

Stanton and her celebrity friends Rob Pinkston, Molly McCook, Ashlee Keating, Jimmy Bennett, 

and Jennifer Veal compete in the challenging Amazing Los Angeles Race – the most exciting 

interactive tour of the city of dreams!  Find out who is crowned the race winner in this much 

anticipated episode finale.  

 



131 LISBON: Join award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friend Rob 

Pinkston as they learn all about the history, culture, geography and food in Portugal’s charming 

capital city, Lisbon, via a GPS guided electric car, an historic tram, and a three-masted topsail 

schooner!   

 

132 BARCELONA: Join award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friends 

Maiara Walsh and Rob Pinkston as they explore Barcelona, Spain.  See the beaches, visit the 

Gaudi House and Museum, uncover the history of the Jewish Quarter, drive a GoCar, and get an 

incredible bird’s eye view of the city at Tibidabo Amusement Park!  

133 SWEET 16: Join award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton in this very special episode 

featuring her Sweet 16 birthday bash, complete with special performances by Cali Swag District, 

Jesse McCartney, and the Beat Freaks, plus a tribute to the Marine Toys for Tots Foundation!  

  

134 HOLLYWOOD CHRISTMAS PARADE: Ho Ho Ho!  It’s Christmastime in Tinseltown, so 

join award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friends Jimmy Bennett and 

Rob Pinkston behind the scenes of the historic Hollywood Christmas Parade!  

 

135 GO WILD IN THE SUNSHINE STATE: Join award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth 

Stanton and her celebrity friends Jimmy Bennett, Gregg Sulkin and Rob Pinkston as they come 

face to face with some amazing wildlife in the Florida Keys: see the alligators on an airboat ride 

in the Everglades, visit the Florida Keys Wild Bird Center, paint with dolphins at the Dolphin 

Research Center, and so much more!    

 

136 HIGH-FLYING LA ADVENTURES: Join award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton 

and her celebrity friends Jimmy Bennett, Jennifer Veal, and Alex Redman on a visit to 

California’s popular amusement park, Knott’s Berry Farm, and a day of high-flying acrobatics 

tricks at Hollywood Aerial Arts!   

 

137-Science, Shuttles and the Outer space   Join award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton 

and her celebrity friends Rob Pinkston and Jimmy Bennett as they visit the California Science 

Center and the newly arrived Shuttle Endeavour!  

  

EPS. 145 GREAT EXUMAS ADVENTURE PART 1 

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton explores the Exumas, a chain of tropical 

islands in the Bahamas, with her celebrity friends Jennifer Veal and Rob Pinkston. The three 

investigate the unusual on Staniel Cay, travel to extremes by seaplane over the Atlantic, swim 

with sharks at Compass Cay, and so much more!   

  

EPS. 146 GREAT EXUMAS ADVENTURE PART 2 

 In this exciting sequel, award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton continues to 

explore the Exumas, a chain of tropical islands in the Bahamas, with her celebrity friends 

Jennifer Veal and Rob Pinkston. Together, Elizabeth, Jenny and Rob hang out with nurse sharks, 



test their tubing skills, feed the infamous swimming pigs of Big Major Cay, and learn all about 

the endangered wild Bahamian iguana!   

  

 

 

 

EPS. 147 NASSAU 

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton travels to the Bahamian capital city of 

Nassau with her celebrity friends Taylor Gray and Jennifer Veal.  The three explore the city’s 

historic roots, learn all about the art of making chocolate, brave the wild rapids at the Atlantis 

Resort, and so much more!   

 

EPS. 148 EUROPE 

  Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton goes on location to the most iconic sites 

made famous in film and television in England’s regal capital, London.  Together with friend and 

fashion stylist Electra Formosa, she visits Parliament, Westminster Abbey, St. Bartholomew the 

Great, and Waterloo Station before boarding the fastest boat on the river Thames!  

 

EPS. 149 HARBOUR ISLAND 

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton journeys to Harbour Island in the 

Bahamas with her celebrity friend, actor Taylor Gray.  They explore the island by golf cart and 

visit the infamous haunted house, then learn to make hokie pokie ice cream and discover life 

below the surface, before taking to the air in a parasailing adventure!   

 

EPS. 150 ADVENTURE IN THE BAHAMAS   

 Experience the best in island adventure with award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth 

Stanton and her celebrity friends Taylor Gray, Rob Pinkston and Jennifer Veal! Go trolling for 

fish in the Atlantic, feed wild sting rays at Ship Channel Cay, take an historic island tour of 

Nassau, and then crack the whip on a wild tube ride!   

 

EPS. 151 MAGIC AND ILLUSION 

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her friend and actor, Taylor Gray, 

discover life behind the scenes of the award winning television series, Masters of Illusion!  

Witness daring escape, mind-blowing mentalists, incredible illusionists, levitations, 

transformations, and so much more, all performed live on stage in Hollywood!  

 

EPS. 152 GIVING BACK 

 Join award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friends in this very 

special episode of Great Big World as they travel to Vietnam, Africa, Nicaragua and Nevada on 

a life-changing volun-tourism mission.  

 

EPS. 153 ADRENALINE ADVENTURES 

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton explores the popular peninsula, Florida, 

with her friends Rob Pinkston and Jimmy Bennett.  Together, they discover the best of Miami 

and the ‘other side’ of Orlando!  

 



 

 

 

EPS. 154 HOLLYWOOD LEGENDS 

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton investigates the fascinating history of 

Hollywood celebrities and television production with her friends Jennifer Veal and Lucas 

Cruikshank with an exclusive WB Studio Tour and a trip to the infamous attraction Madame 

Tussaud’s Hollywood!  

 

EPS. 155 MEDIEVAL ADVENTURE 

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friends Jennifer Veal 

and Lucas Cruikshank take a huge step back in time to the Middle Ages! They’ll be trained in 

battle by a fearless knight, meet the mighty steeds, and participate in a royal Spanish festival and 

tournament!  

 

EPS. 156 HIGH FLYING ADVENTURES 

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton flies the friendly skies with her celebrity 

friends Rob Pinkston, Jennifer Veal and Lucas Cruikshank in this episode dedicated to air travel!  

Get a real bird’s eye view from the seat of a seaplane, an F-16 fighter jet and Goodyear’s Spirit 

of America!  

 

EPS. 157 LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!  

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friends Lucas 

Cruikshank and Jennifer Veal take the exclusive WB VIP Studio Tour! See the real sets, real 

costumes, props and vehicles, and real soundstages from your favorite WB films and TV shows!  

 

EPS. 158 Fab 4 Showdown 

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and modern-day superstars, the Fab4 

Street ball Team, take the ultimate challenge and learn all about the power of friendship!  Climb 

‘the beast,’ balance on the partnership beam, take the leap of faith, and be inspired at the Fab4 

Takeover of Vista View Middle School!  

 

EPS. 159 Masquerade Ball Part I 

 In part 1 of this spectacular season finale, award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton 

discovers the challenges and surprises in the world of ‘masquerade’ as she plans the charity party 

of the year with special guests Drake Bell, Iyaz, the McClain Sisters, Jesse McCartney, Devon 

Werkheiser, Rob Pinkston and the Marine Toys for Tots!  

 

EPS. 160 Masquerade Ball Part II  

 In part 2 of this spectacular season finale, award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton 

discovers the challenges and surprises in the world of ‘masquerade’ as she plans the charity party 

of the year with performances by special guests Drake Bell, Iyaz, the McClain Sisters, Jesse 

McCartney, and the Marine Toys for Tots!   

 



EPS. 161 Amazing Wildlife 

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friends Rob Pinkston, 

Jimmy Bennett, Ashlee Keating, Anna Maria Perez de Taglé and Bailee Madison take a walk on 

the wild side, learning all about amazing animals from all over the world!  

 

EPS. 162 Life Below the Surface  

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton goes underground with her celebrity 

friends Rob Pinkston, Jimmy Bennett, and Ashlee Keating: take an historic mine tour in Tucson, 

go spelunking in San Antonio, walk the ocean floor in Catalina, and so much more!  

EPS. 163 Epic Castles and Palaces  

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friend Rob Pinkston 

journey around the world in search of the most epic royal structure, with stops at castles and 

palaces in Portugal, England, Spain and France!  

 

EPS. 164 Time Travel  

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friends Maiara Walsh, 

Rob Pinkston and Jimmy Bennett time warp to bygone centuries with visits to the historic 

villages and towns of Rupit, Girona, Tombstone and Goldfield and a special tour of the Weald 

and Downland Open Air Museum in England.  

 

EPS. 165 Going the Nautical Mile  

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friends Electra Formosa, 

Gregg Sulkin, Rob Pinkston, Taylor Gray, Ashlee Keating and Jimmy Bennett find adventure on 

the waterways of the world: sail the coast of Portugal on a 3 master schooner, float into the 

mangrove jungles of Key Largo, hit top speed on the Thames, and white water raft on Clear 

Creek!  

 

EPS. 166 Unusual City Tours  

 Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friends discover cities 

around the world on atypical and unusual tours! Bikalope through Denver, drive GoCars in 

Barcelona, Segway the streets of Madrid, float San Antonio’s River Walk, and so much more!  

 

EPS. 167 Nevada Adventures  

 Elizabeth and her friends head to Southern Nevada.  They jam at the Rock ‘n’ Roll 

Fantasy Camp, before heading to the World Famous Mini-Baja Chase.  Finally, they visit the 

Historic town of Nelson and the Techatticup Silver Mine. 

 

EPS. 168 Cowboy for a Day  



 Elizabeth and her friends head to Sandy Valley Ranch and take part in Cowboy for a 

Day! Here they’ll learn Team Cattle Penning, Roping, Axe-Throwing, Herding, and Stagecoach 

Driving 

 

EPS. 169 Palm Springs 

 In Palm Springs, Elizabeth and her friends take a ride on the infamous Aerial Tram.  

Pluys, Just Roughin’ It Rockclimbing in Joshua Tree National Park, Desert Adventures Cahuilla 

Indian Site Tour and San Andreas Fault Tour 

 

EPS. 170 Desert Adventures 

 In the southern California a desert, it’s fun in the heat and sun for Elizabeth and gang 

with an ATV Tour Quad Squad Tour, Cahuilla Indian Site Tour with Raven Longbow, San 

Gorgonio Wind Park. 

 

EPS. 171 Park City 

 It’s winter fun with Elizabeth and friends in Park City Utah where they zip line, go on 

snowmobile adventures and cross country fun with snowshoeing. 

 

EPS. 172 Olympic Games 

 Elizabeth and friends have some Olympic Games fun with long track speed skating, 

bobsled, National Ability Center, and Snow Tubing. 

 

EPS. 173 Life in a Blue Lagoon 

 Elizabeth and pals head to the tropics to swim with Dolphins, interact with sea lions, and 

visit the Ardastra Gardens & Zoo. 

 

EPS. 174 Modern Day Renaissance 

Elizabeth and her friends go back in time at the original Renaissance Pleasure Faire: Interviews 

with Head Costume Designer, Falconer, and Queen. 

 

EPS. 175 Eye on London 

Elizabeth Stanton, Jennifer Veal and Maiara Walsh treat you to a whole new view of fantastic 

London from the glass capsules of the London Eye to the beloved seats of the Lord’s Cricket 

Grounds!  

 

 

EPS. 176 Bavarian Adventures 

Embark on an epic adventure in Germany, with Elizabeth Stanton and Maiara Walsh: explore the 

festivals, food, culture and traditions that visitors and locals love in the gorgeous southern state 

of Bavaria.  

 

EPS. 177 Exploring Munich 



Tour Germany’s historic capital city, Munich, with teen travel hostess Elizabeth Stanton and 

actress Maiara Walsh: see the Marienplatz and the Nymphenburg Palace, kick back in a pedi-

cab, and take a day trip to Rothenburg where it’s Christmas all year!  

 

EPS. 178 German Festivals 

Pack up your dirndls and lederhosen and trip to Germany with Elizabeth Stanton and Maiara 

Walsh for the best in German culture and adventure! 

  

EPS. 179 Equestrian Adventures 

Teen travel hostess Elizabeth Stanton and actress Maiara Walsh discover a hidden gem in Los 

Angeles – the Will Rogers State Historic Park – where they learn all about Hollywood’s original 

cowboy and his love for polo.   

 

EPS. 180 Hip Hop Dance 

Go behind the scenes with the brightest names in hip hop dance past and present with teen 

hostess Elizabeth Stanton at the International Hip Hop Dance Contest in Las Vegas! 

 

EPS. 181 Prehistoric Hollywood 

 Join teen travel hostess Elizabeth Stanton and Devon Werkheiser at the world’s most 

famous ice age fossil excavation site! Tour the Page Museum and the La Brea Tar Pits for a real 

archaeological dig and a glimpse into the Pleistocene.   

 

EPS. 182 Bahamas Adventures 

It really is better in the Bahamas with teen travel hostess Elizabeth Stanton, Jesse LeBeau and 

Devon Werkheiser as they tour Blue Lagoon Island and the Ardastra Zoo in Nassau!   

 

EPS. 183 Life on Horseback 

 Join teen travel hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her friends for a real equestrian adventure, 

from the dusty trails of Colorado and the dude ranches of Nevada to the vaulting arena in sunny 

southern California.  

 

EPS. 184 Behind the Scenes 

 Lift the veil on the magic of television production in this special series episode as hostess 

Elizabeth Stanton takes you behind the scenes of Great Big World.  

 

 

 

EPS. 185 Favorite Foods 

 Tour the kitchens, farms and festivals of the world with travel hostess Elizabeth Stanton 

to sample some of her favorite foods in the United States and Germany.   

 

EPS. 186 Venice 

 Explore Europe’s famous floating city with travel hostess Elizabeth Stanton and Maiara 

Walsh during Italy’s exciting festival, the Carnival of Venice.   

 

EPS. 187 Venice Carnival 



 Experience the mystery of the masquerade with Elizabeth Stanton and Maiara Walsh in 

Venice, Italy during the colorful Carnival season: see the costumes, make the masks, dine at the 

balls and tour the city that history made famous!   

 

EPS. 188 Slovenia 

            Explore Ljubljana's caves, castles and culinary culture with Elizabeth Stanton and Maiara 

Walsh!  

  

EPS. 189 Vienna 

            Journey into Austria's luxurious city of Vienna with Elizabeth Stanton and Jesse LeBeau: 

ride the famous giant ferris wheel, make Viennese chocolate, explore the musical home of 

Mozart, and investigate imperial Vienna!  

 

EPS. 190 Innsbruck 

            Investigate Innsbruck, the historic alpine town that goes for the gold, with Elizabeth 

Stanton and Jesse LeBeau: tour historic old town, take a funicular to the top, day trip into a 

snowy village, and so much more! 

  

EPS. 191 Central Europe 

            Tour Central Europe's fascinating countries, Austria and Slovenia, with Elizabeth 

Stanton, Jesse LeBeau, and Maiara Walsh, with trips to Innsbruck, Vienna and Ljubljana!  

  

EPS. 192 Southern California 

            Discover exciting new adventures in Southern California with Elizabeth Stanton and 

Jesse LeBeau at the inspiring Wolf Connection and the historic Battleship Iowa.  

  

EPS. 193 Room Escape Adventures 

            Travel hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friends are trapped in a room with a 

zombie! Join them as they attempt to solve tricky riddles in a race to beat the clock and escape! 

 

EPS. 194 Berlin  

 Explore one of Europe’s most fascinating cities with Elizabeth Stanton and Garrett 

Clayton! Tour the town, see the art, walk the infamous Berlin Wall, and visit the palaces of 

Potsdam!  

  

EPS. 195 Frankfurt  

 See Germany like you’ve never seen it before with Elizabeth Stanton and Garrett 

Clayton! Join them as they discover the bustling city of Frankfurt, tour the beautiful town of 

Weisbaden, visit the gorgeous Rüdesheim am Rhein valley, and take a trip down the Rhine 

River! 

 

EPS. 196 Tropical Adventures 

 Mix good friends with great tropical adventures in Cancun and the Bahamas! Elizabeth 

Stanton and her co-host Wyntergrace Williams will take you into the ancient ruins and modern 

markets of Cancun. Then it’s off to the Bahamas with Jennifer Veal and Rob Pinkston for some 

high-flying fun and exotic wildlife! Can you say ‘swimming with sharks’? Oh yeah! 



 

EPS. 197 Greece 

 It’s an epic ancient adventure with Elizabeth Stanton and Wyntergrace Williams! Climb 

the Acropolis to see the Parthenon, then explore the Greek Islands, and take a peek at ancient 

Rome!  

  

EPS. 198 Armenia 

 Travel to the edge of Eastern Europe with Elizabeth Stanton, Garrett Clayton, Jesse 

LeBeau and Maiara Walsh! Explore the city of Yerevan by day and dance the night away after 

the sun goes down before day tripping to Armenia’s ancient monasteries and churches and 

braving the longest gondola ride in the world to reach the incredible Monastery of Tatev! 

   

EPS. 199 Yerevan  

 Armenia’s capital city, Yerevan, is home to monasteries, museums, shopping and 

sightseeing! Join Elizabeth Stanton and Jennifer Veal for an epic adventure: explore the 

Vernissage Market, learn to play the apricot stick and cook dolma, and take some amazing 

daytrips!  

 

EPS. 200 Croatia 

 Croatia is no longer Europe’s best kept secret! Discover this amazing country on the 

Adriatic Sea with Elizabeth Stanton, Garrett Clayton, Jesse LeBeau and Maiara Walsh. Walk the 

ancient walls in Dubrovnik and Ston, explore the Diocletian Palace in Split, and so much more!  

  

EPS. 201 The Culture of Armenia  

 Beautiful, mountainous and brimming with culture… it’s Armenia! Take on some new 

skills with Elizabeth Stanton and Jennifer Veal as they discover Armenia’s rich history, roll 

dolmas, make lavash, throw a clay pot on the wheel, and knot rugs the old fashioned way! 

 

EPS. 202 Dubai 

 If you can dream it, Dubai can build it! Discover this super modern metropolis with 

Elizabeth Stanton and Garrett Clayton: see the incredible Burj Khalifa, take a long boat out on 

the water, shop in the historic souks, and discover a hot desert safari and a cool indoor ski resort!  

 

EPS. 203 Moscow  

 Welcome to the largest country in the world and its historic capital city! Elizabeth 

Stanton and Maiara Walsh leave no stone unturned… they’ll visit the Kremlin, walk through Red 

Square, and journey underground to a super-secret bunker! Then they’re off to join Jennifer Veal 

in St. Petersburg for more adventure!  

  

EPS. 204 The Riviera of France and Italy  

 The South of France and the Italian Riviera are heating up the itinerary! See some of the 

most beautiful seaside destinations in the world with Elizabeth Stanton and Jennifer Veal: 

explore San Remo, journey to the city of Nice, and discover the medieval village of Eze! 

 

EPS. 205 Montenegro 



 Explore more on the Adriatic coast with a trip to Montenegro! Elizabeth Stanton, 

Wyntergrace Williams and Maiara Walsh will guide you thorugh Kotor, the bay, and Budva 

before taking a quick trip up the coast to Croatia! 

 

EPS. 206 St. Petersburg 

 It’s the heart of Russia! See St. Petersburg in style with Elizabeth Stanton, Jennifer Veal 

and Maiara Walsh: tour the city by land and water then indulge in some traditional Russia food 

and desserts, some shopping, and some imperial play at the gorgeous Winter Palace!  

 

EPS. 207 Winter Sports 

 Go for the gold with Elizabeth Stanton and her friends as they explore the best in winter 

sports! Travel to Park City, Utah to ride in the Comet, suit up for some speed skating, zipline and 

snowmobile! Then it’s off to Innsbruck, Dubai and Yerevan!  

  

EPS. 208 Ancient Cities 

 The ancient cities of the world are amazing to discover: unearth the incredible history in 

Greece, Portugal, Turkey, China, Italy and Armenia with Elizabeth Stanton and her friends!  

  

EPS. 209 Adventures on the Water (High Seas Adventures) 

 Brave the waves with Elizabeth Stanton and her friends in this epic nautical adventure. 

Learn to sail in Bavaria, explore caves in Milos, enjoy the Grand Canal in Venice, and wrap it all 

up with a historic battleship in San Pedro and a trip to the islands of the Bahamas!  

 

EPS. 210 Hands on Discoveries (Liz Takes On…) 

 You will be so skilled after this episode of hands on discoveries with Elizabeth Stanton 

and friends! Create your own perfume in the French Riviera, put your pottery skills to the test in 

Yerevan, bake truffles in Vienna, and chip away at the Berlin Wall!  

 

EPS. 211 Fantastic Festivals 

 What makes a great party? Find out with Elizabeth Stanton and her friends in this great 

global trek through the festivals of Southern California, Germany, and Dubai, with an extra 

special stop at the incredible Carnival celebration in Venice! 

  

EPS. 212 Palaces and Palazzos 

 See some of the most imperial structures of the world with Elizabeth Stanton and her 

friends in St. Petersburg, Russia; Venice, Italy; Munich and Berlin, Germany; and Innsbruck and 

Vienna, Austria.  

 

EPS. 213 Volunteering in Armenia!  

 You’ve never seen Armenia quite like this… and you’ll never forget it. Join Elizabeth 

Stanton and Jennifer Veal in this special episode of giving back in Armenia: visit the Orran 

Center in Yerevan, help build homes in impoverished rural villages, beautify English Park, and 

tour a high school campus whose students are changing the world.  

 

EPS. 214 Adriatic Adventures 



 Natural beauty and epic adventures collide on the Adriatic Coast! Explore Italy, Croatia, 

and Montenegro with Elizabeth Stanton and her friends! Learn the careful art of blowing glass, 

see the natural set for Kings Landing, eat oysters, explore Roman ruins and so much more!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EPISODES REMOVED FROM LIBRARY 
 

101 AFRICAN SAFARI: Award-winning teen host Elizabeth Stanton travels with her celebrity friends to Kenya where the four 

spend time volunteering in local communities and exploring the wilds of Africa on safari.  

  

102 VIETNAM IS LISTENING: Award-winning teen host Elizabeth Stanton and fellow celebrity friends Ace Young and Dean 

Cain travel to Vietnam to give children the gift of hearing.   

 

103 SCHOOLS OF NICARAGUA: Award-winning teen host Elizabeth Stanton takes her celebrity friends Drake Bell, Chelsea 

Kane, and Dean Cain to Nicaragua where they visit local families, feed children, and spend time at a local elementary school.  

  

104 THE SPIRIT OF MISSISSIPPI: Award-winning teen host Elizabeth Stanton travels to the Gulf Coast of Mississippi with 

celebrity friends Ace Young and Drake Bell in the wake of a devastating oil spill to determine how they can lend a helping hand 

to those in need.   

 

105 CARIBBEAN WILDLIFE (BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS): Award-winning teen host Elizabeth Stanton journeys to the 

British Virgin Islands looking for adventure.  Here she learns all about the how to protect and preserve the dynamic environment 

and fascinating wildlife of the islands.  

 

106 CARIBBEAN CONSERVATION (US VIRGIN ISLANDS): Award-winning teen host Elizabeth Stanton vacations in the 

Virgin Islands where she learns about the environment via land, sea and air.   

 

107 DOLPHIN ADVENTURE (BAHAMAS): Award-winning teen host Elizabeth Stanton lives the good life in the Bahamas, 

swimming with dolphins, visiting the island of Nassau, and jet-skiing to Pig Island.   

 

108 FLORIDA WILDLIFE (ORLANDO): Award-winning teen host Elizabeth Stanton navigates Orlando, Florida.  She 

explores the environment and learn about the indigenous wildlife as they take an airboat tour of the Everglades and visit the 

gators at Gatorland.  

   

109 MIAMI CULTURE: Award-winning teen host Elizabeth Stanton travels to Miami, Florida, to experience the geography of 

this fascinating city by boat, segway, and paddleboard. 

 

112 HOGWARTS, SKYCOASTING, AND ALLIGATORS (FLORIDA): Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton tours 

Florida with her friends Jimmy Bennett and Rob Pinkston in this episode dedicated to the Florida environment and wildlife.   

 

113 DAYTIME GIVES BACK (LAS VEGAS): In this special episode, award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton gives an 

all-access tour of the Daytime Emmy’s exciting backstage, plus, she and her friends Anna Maria Perez de Tagle, Jimmy Bennett, 

and Rob Pinkston learn what it means to give back to Vegas.   

 

119  ON THE WILD SIDE: Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friends journey around the world to 

discover some great big wildlife: elephants in Thailand, lions in Kenya, alligators in Florida, tigers in Tucson, and much, much 

more! 



 

120 GREAT ADVENTURES:  Award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friends explore some of the most 

adventurous attractions for kids!  It’s all adventure all the time as they rappel, ocean walk, off-road, snorkel, surf and roller derby 

their way around the globe. 

   

121 GIVING BACK:  In this special heart-warming episode, award-winning teen hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her philanthropic 

teenage friends travel the world giving back to those in need from the slums of Nairobi to the streets of Los Angeles. 

 

 

  

 


